AMPHENOL CONNEX
RF Connectors: Brass SMA, BNC, TNC, N

AMPHENOL RF
RF Connectors: SMA, BNC, TNC, N, UG and MIL-PRF-39012 (QPL) Approved Products

ASSURANCE TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
Integrated Microwave Assemblies for EW/Comms Marketplace Multiplexers

COBHAM ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SOLUTIONS
Mixers, Amplifiers, Frequency Doubblers
Low Loss, High Frequency Cable Assemblies

COBHAM AEROFLEX
(formerly Aeroflex Signal and Control Solutions)
Attenuators, Couplers, Dividers / Combiners, Limiters, Phase Shifters, Switches / Switch Matrices

CORNING GILBERT, INC.
Blind-mate RF / Microwave Connectors
GPO, GPPO, G3PO, G4PO, GMS and Between Series Adapters

CUSTOM CABLE ASSEMBLIES, INC.
Customer RF & Microwave Cable Assemblies

CW INDUSTRIES
Flat Ribbon Cable and Connectors per MIL-DTL-24308, MIL-DTL-83503 Sockets and Headers D-Subminiature, Card Edge, Dip and PCB, Switches: Slide, Rocker & Toggle

DELTA ELECTRONICS MFG. CORP.
RF Connectors, BNC, TNC, N, SMA, SSMA
Hermetically Sealed Connectors
MIL-PRF-39012, (QPL) Approved Products

DYNAWAVE, INC.
RF Connectors: SMA Field Replaceable, SMP and BMA

DYNAWAVE CABLE, INC.
RF / Microwave Low Loss Cable / assemblies, Connectors

HUBER + SUHNER, INC.
RF Connectors and Adapters: SMA, SMB, SMC, MCX, MMCX, N, TNC, BNC, 7-16, K 1.0/2.3, 4.1/9.5, RF Coaxial Cable and Cable Assemblies, Antennas, Lightning Protectors and Fiber Optic Products

ASTROLAB HUBER + SUHNER, INC.
Minibend® Cable Assemblies, Microwave Connectors, Adapters and Cable Assemblies.

INDUCTOR SUPPLY, INC.
Inductors: Chip & Surface Mount, Chokes, Toroids, Variable Inductors & Tunable Coils, Transformers & Ferrite Beads

INSULATED WIRE (IW)
Low loss cable assemblies

JFW INDUSTRIES, INC.
Variable Attenuators, Switches, Feed thru Terminations, Matching Pads, Detectors

KINGS – (WINCHESTER INTERCONNECT)
Broadcast Digital Products, RF Connectors, BNC, TNC, N Series, MIL-PRF-39012 MIL-PRF-55339 Adapters and UG Connectors, Tri-axial Connectors MIL-PRF-49142

MECA ELECTRONICS, INC.
RF Microwave Components – Directional & Hybrid Couplers, Power Dividers/Combiners, DC Blocks, Bias Tees, Fixed Attenuators, RF Terminations, Low PIM products

MCI COIL
Air Coil Inductors (chokes) for Micro Electronics Federal Specification JW1177, Gold and Copper Wire from 0.001 to 0.005 inch, in coils from 0.013 to 0.050 inch diameter applications to 40 GHz

MICRO-COAX (Carlisle Interconnect Technologies, Inc.)
Semi-Rigid Cable per MIL-C-17; Hand-Formable, and Mini Flexible Cable, High Frequency Low Loss Flexible Cable and Assemblies

NEXTEK, INC.
Coaxial Lightning Protectors, High Current Filters, Custom Solutions

RADIALL
RF Connectors: MMCX, MCX, BNC, TNC, N, SMA, SSMA, SMB, SSMB, SMC, SSMC, & MIL-PRF-39012 (QPL) RF & Microwave Components, Switches & Military Antennas

SRI CONNECTOR GAGE
High Frequency RF Coaxial Connectors & Adapters
2.4mm, 2.9mm, 3.5mm

SV MICROWAVE
RF Connectors per MIL-PRF-39012 SMA, SSMA, TNC, N, SC
RF Strip-line Connectors per MIL-DTL-83517
RF Adapters per MIL-PRF-55339, RF Attenuators per MIL-DTL-3933
RF Terminations per MIL-DTL-39030
BMA Connectors MIL-PRF-31031
SMP, SMPM, SMPS
VITA 67, Pre-tinned

TE CONNECTIVITY (formerly Tyco Electronics)
RF Connectors per MIL-PRF-39012, MIL-PRF-55339, MIL-DTL-83517 Series SSMA, SMA, SMB, SM, BNC, TNC, N, OSP & OSSP Blind mate, OSMT & SSMT Surface Mount, 2.4mm, 2.9mm, In-Series & Between-Series Adapters, RF Coaxial Test Cables Electrical Connectors per MIL-DTL-83513, MIL-DTL-81659, MIL-DTL-55302, MIL-DTL-83502

TIMES MICROWAVE SYSTEMS, INC.
Standard MIL-C-17 Flexible Cable (RG and RD)
Special Low Loss Flexible Cable, Radiating Transmission Lines LMR Cable, Silverline Test Cables, Connectors and Assemblies

XMA CORPORATION
RF & Microwave: Attenuators, Terminations, DC Blocks, Power Dividers, Couplers, Cryogenic Products, DC-67 GHz
ADAPTERS
In-Series and Between Series (MIL-PRF-55339)
SEE MCI SELECTION GUIDE

ANTENNAS
Commercial and Military
Monopole and Dipole
GPS

CABLE
Coaxial Flexible and Semi-Rigid per MIL-C-17
Specialty Low Loss – High Frequency Flexible Coaxial
LMR Cable
Flexible Semi-Rigid Alternative Cables
Conformable RG402 and RG405
Fiber

CABLE ASSEMBLIES
Standard and Custom RG Flexible Coaxial Assemblies
Standard Test Cables DC- 65 GHz
Standard and Custom High Frequency Low Loss
Assemblies
Semi-Rigid Custom Assemblies
Test Cable Assemblies:
- MiniBend, MiniBend R, MiniBend L, MicroBend
- Sucotest 18
- Sucoflex
- Dyna Test
- UtiFlex

CONNECTORS
Coaxial (MIL-PRF-31031, MIL-PRF-39012, MIL-PRF-49142, MIL-DTL-83517)
Card Edge
D-Subminiature (MIL-DTL-83513)
Half Pitch
Headers
High Density
IDC D-Subminiature (MIL-DTL-24308)
IDC Socket (MIL-DTL-83503)
Fiber-Optic
VITA 67
2.4 mm, 2.92 mm, 1.85 mm, Blind Mate
SCSI
Terminals and Splices

PASSIVE COMPONENTS
Air Coil Inductors
Attenuators (MIL-DTL-3933)
Bias Tees
Chokes
Couplers
DC Blocks
Diodes, Gunn, Pin and Schottky
Directional Couplers
Ferrite Beads
Hybrids
Inductors (Chip and Surface Mount)
Lightning Protectors
Modulators / Demodulators
Monitor Tees
Power Dividers
Phase Shifters
Relays
Switches
Terminations (MIL-DTL-39030)

INTEGRATED MICROWAVE ASSEMBLIES
Converters
Multiplexers

For more than 30 years Microwave Components, Inc. has been delivering these quality products and superior technical support to the industry with an extensive inventory of commercial and Mil-Approved products.

Call us today and put our experience to work for you!